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• Records of the Colonial Office 

• The Calendar of State Papers Colonial

• Records relating to Commonwealth 
conferences prior to the establishment 
of the Secretariat in 1965 

• The Foreign and Commonwealth 
‘migrated archives’ 
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• Original correspondence
• Registers of correspondence
• Entry Books
• Registers of out-letters

• Acts

• Sessional papers

• Government Gazettes

• Miscellanea
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Colonial Office and predecessors: 

Mauritius, Original Correspondence. 

This series contains original correspondence relating to Mauritius. Includes 
records and papers of the Commissioners of Eastern Inquiry, 1826 to 1832. 

From 1810 to 1814 correspondence concerning Réunion (Ile de Bourbon) is 
included. From 1887 to 1903 correspondence concerning the Seychelles is 
included.

Held by: The National Archives, Kew 

Date: 1778 – 1951

Reference: CO 167

960 volumes

Arrangement:

Bound volumes arranged chronologically within the following subject 
headings: Despatches (letters of the governors), Offices (letters of 
government departments and other organisations) and Individuals 
(arranged alphabetically). With some case volumes. Each volume with a 
contents list, or précis of each letter giving name of correspondent, date of 
letter and subject matter. From 1926 correspondence is arranged in subject 
files.

Related material:
For further records of the Commissioner of Eastern Enquiry in Mauritius see 
CO 415

For later correspondence relating to the Seychelles see CO 530

For later correspondence see CO 1023
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Unpublished finding aids:

For registers to this correspondence before 1850 see CO 326, after 
1850 see CO 356. For indexed précis of correspondence see CO 714.

Correspondence, Original - Secretary of State

CO 167/430, 1861 July - Aug.

Despatches.
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Mauritius registers of correspondence

Reference: CO 356/6

Date: 1861 – 1862
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July 1604

July 2.
Mount Howard, at the mouth of Wyapoco, Guiana. Capt. Chas. Leigh 
to the Privy Council. Arrived in the country with fifty men, with whom he 
purposed to inhabit in some by-place, away from the Indians; but 
accepted the offers of the natives to dwell amongst them in their best 
houses and gardens. Has resolved to remain with forty men, and return 
the rest for England, with four Indian chiefs as pledges. The natives desire 
that he will send for men to teach them to pray. Doubts not but God hath 
a wonderful work in this simple-hearted people. Beseeches the Council to 
send over well-disposed preachers. Requests the King's protection and 
free passage to those who will come and settle there. The bearer will 
certify at large concerning the state of the country and the people. 

[DOMESTIC Corresp. Jac. I., Vol. VIII., No. 87, Cal. p. 127.]

‘Note of things desired from Guinea, for which letters are to be 
written to the merchants of the Guinea Company and the Gold 
Coast, Humph. Slaney, Capt. Crispe, and [Wil.] Cloberry, and John 
Wood, Cape merchant. They include an elephant's head with the 
teeth very large; a river horse's head; strange sorts of fowls; birds 
and fishes' skins; great flying and sucking fishes; all sorts of 
serpents, dried fruits, shining stones, &c. 
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‘The Governor, while Ceylon was a colony, was partly a 
piece of the Government of the Colony, and partly the 
representative there of His Majesty’s Government in the 
UK.  It seems to follow normally from this that despatches 
…  he received in the former capacity should remain with 
the independent Ceylon Government …  Those he received 
in the latter capacity can be treated as belonging to HMG 
in the UK and dealt with accordingly.’
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• Might embarrass H.M.G. or other Governments;

• Might embarrass members of the police, military forces, 
public servants or others e.g. police informers;

• Might compromise sources of intelligence information;

• Might be used unethically by Ministers in the successor 
Government
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